Maestro Jindong Cai and Golden State Youth Orchestra are proud to announce the following concerto competition results:

**CONCERTO OFFERS**
- Cassandra May, violin, is invited to perform with SENIOR SYMPHONY
- Kleo Ku, flute, is invited to perform with SENIOR SYMPHONY
- Samuel Lai, violin, is invited to perform with SENIOR SYMPHONY
- Joey Zhu, piano, is invited to perform with SENIOR SYMPHONY
- Phoebe Lin, flute, is invited to perform with SINFONIETTA
- Momoka Yanagisawa, violin, is invited to perform with SINFONIETTA
- Jade Zhang, violin, is invited to perform with SINFONIETTA
- Ethan Lee, French horn, is invited to perform with SINFONIETTA
- Josephine Chan, piano, is invited to perform with SINFONIETTA
- Ryan Wang, piano, is invited to perform with SINFONIETTA
- Francis Chua, oboe, is invited to perform with GALBRAITH HONOR STRINGS
- Adelyn Chen, piano, is invited to perform with GALBRAITH HONOR STRINGS
- Kathryn & Rachel Choi, violins, are invited to perform with GALBRAITH HONOR STRINGS
- Suki Gu, piano, is invited to perform with CAMERATA ORCHESTRA
- Lukas Lim, piano, is invited to perform with CAMERATA ORCHESTRA
- Rebecca Spence, violin, is invited to perform with CAMERATA

**HONORABLE MENTIONS**
- Ashley Chon, piccolo, is recognized for outstanding artistic merit
- Joshua Lee, oboe, is recognized for outstanding artistic merit
- Angela Tsang, violin, is recognized for outstanding artistic merit
- Samantha Wuo, piano, is recognized for outstanding artistic merit
- Melody Gawon Choi, piano, is recognized for outstanding artistic merit

Congratulations to all our winners, recipients of Honorable Mention, and all other passionate young musicians who worked so hard to prepare for this year's competition.